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EU Funding and Grants – how you find your best fund?

Dear Customer,
By the training you receive clarity on the national, EU and UN funding jungle. Take advantage of the
opportunities and activate the funds. The service package includes a 1-day-training in Stuttgart,
Brussels or as an e-training:
09.00-10.30 - Explanation of the national, EN and UN funding structure system.
10.30-11.00 - What is an programme and on which specific features have I to pay attention?
11.00-12.00 - Your EU funds, grants and programmes.
12.00-12.30 - Why do I understand the EC 2010-2014 and EU 2020?
12.30-13.30 - Lunch break with Swabian or Belgian lusciousness.
13.30-14.30 - How can I prove that my application is EU/UN-compliant?
14.30-16.30 - Compilation of your arguments.
The price is included VAT: 1892,10 Euro (maximum of 6 people)
Payment and what’s next:
1. Order

2. Confirmation

3. Details of the
cooperation

4. Training

Tell us your
order and
preferred date
via
- contact form,
- e-mail,
- fax or
- mail.

You will receive by
e-mail an order and
date confirmation
which is also regarded
as an invoice.

Cancellations are possible 2
weeks before training date.
We start with the preparation
when we received your
description and payment.

Of course contain the
price
- course documents,
- break refreshments,
- midday food and
- participant certificate.

In addition you receive
a description of your
product or project in a
Word file (page 2-4).
We need this
information to adapt
the training to your
needs.

When you not appear we
calculate the full price. In
case of the cancellation by
SKT you get back the full
amount.

Costs for overnight
stay, journey and
departure are not
included.

Further claims are excluded.

We are glad about the cooperation with you.

Stephanie Kretz
PS: I would be happy to send you my CV, work samples and references. Let me know!
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EU Funding and Grants – how you find your best fund?
Description of your product or project
Dear Customer,
Thank you that you have chosen a training of SKT - Stephanie Kretz & Team.
Here you receive an individual training which will be adapted to your needs. By evaluating your
description you get your best funds with contacts. This allows us to adapt your product or idea directly
to the fund structures (afternoon of the training). In addition you contact the suitable person of the
fund.
We are glad about the cooperation with you.
SKT - Stephanie Kretz & Team

Contact for inquiries
Company name:
Contact person:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
Please answer the following questions about your product or project
1.) Name of your product or project:
Answer:
2.) Please describe your product or project in one sentence:
Answer:
3.) Please give us the name of the responsible body, legal personality likes GmbH,
address with country, state and rural district, webpage, staff or citizen, turnover and
balance sheet from 2008-2010.
Answer:
4.) Please list your partner for example for consultation, development, … the country,
state, rural district and function:
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Answer:
5.) Was the project already started? If so, please describe the implemented parts of the
project.
Answer:
6.) Please explain the plot, buildings, machines, facilities, equipment, devices which
are need for the implementation of your product or project and the amount in €:
Answer:
7.) Have the plot, buildings, machines, facilities, equipment, devices are an innovative
part? Explain why.
Answer:
8.) Please explain the research and development (R&D) needs of your product or project
in detail and the amount in €:
Answer:
9.) Has the research and development (R&D) needs innovative elements? Please explain.
Answer:
10.) Please explain the adaptation to another system and / or standard of your product or
project in detail and the amount €:
Answer:
11.) Has the adaptation innovative elements? Explain which one and what is innovative?
Answer:
12.) Plot, buildings, machines, facilities, equipment, devices, R&D and adaption can be
separate elaborated?
Answer:
13.) Do need European wide marketing?
Answer:
14.) Is training and consulting needed? Please explain what kind of.
Answer:
15.) Can you create new jobs?
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Answer:
16.) Your additional comments:
Answer:
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